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The principal object of the present paper is to give two theorems (nos. I and

IV) concerning the character of the function represented by the continued

fraction

axz     a2z     a3z

T+T +T+ ••'•

Incidentally a criterion for the convergence of

i + i + i "

is obtained, which appears to be more general than any hitherto discovered

except for the special case in which the elements bn are positive. This is stated

in theorem III.

§1-

The first part of the paper relates to the following theorem :

Theorem I.    If k denotes the greatest modulus of a point of condensation of

the coefficients an of the continued fraction

a.xz     a^z     a^z

{1) 14-1+1+ '"'

the continued fraction will represent an analytic function within a circle of radius

1/4&, described about the origin of the z-plane as center, and the only singularities

of the function contained within the circle will be poles.

* Presented to the Society August 20, 1901, at its summer meeting as a part of the paper en-

titled On the Convergence of the Continued Fraction of Gauss. Received for publication September

23, 1901. The remainder of the paper is published in the Annals of Mathematics, Ootober,

1901.
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If, furthermore, any circle of smaller radius is drawn about the origin as center

and from this circle each of the poles is excluded by drawing around it a small but

arbitrary contour, then within the region which remains the continued fraction will

converge uniformly to the analytic function as its limit.

A special case of this theorem is that in which \an\ diminishes indefinitely

with increasing 71. The continued fraction then represents a function which is

meromorphic over the entire finite plane. This particular result, though in a

yet more restricted form, has been previously discovered by Stielt jes.* Con-

fining his attention to a continued fraction in which an is real and positive, he

proved that it represents a meromorphic function when lim. an = 0, and only

then.

§2-

The proof of the above theorem is as follows : Let (7 be a circle whose center

is the origin and whose radius is e/4i, in which e is taken to denote some fixed

number less than unity. If ex is any other assigned number greater than e but

less than unity, the value of \anz\ throughout the circle—inclusive of the peri-

meter—may he made less than eje by sufficiently increasing n. Let this be

true when n > u-, and consider the continued fraction

/o\ "*■        an+iz      an+2z
(2) Ï+-T- + T + ""

We shall first demonstrate the convergence of (2). Let Nn and Dn be the

numerator and denominator of its nth convergent. Obviously 2 |D2| > |-D,|.

Suppose also that

(3) 2 ID I > ID   . I\    / I       « I I       n—1 I

for any particular value of 7i.    Since

(4) Dn+l = Dn + aH+li z Dn_x,

it follows that

LD.J > \D\(l-e¿\,
I     71+11 ^   \     »i \ 2   /

and hence 2 \D , , I > \D
I 71+11    "^      | 7i

ti and accordingly

A similar result holds for the numerators of the convergents.

♦Annales de la Faculté des Sciences de Toulouse, vol. 9, A pp. 42-47.

The inequality (3) therefore holds for all values of

ID.,,I

n—\ I
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(5)

Consider next the equation

D...     D -(    lI %+i%+i a^nZ\DD+x     D+xD+2
n+r+1               7i \      n     n+l              n+l     71+2

,   aii+n+iaij.+n+2^ .    1         -, y %+71+1^+71+2 ' ' ' a^.+n+rZ \
"*"     D     D r {      i)  ■           D     D                     I'

-t7.+2-Ln+3 ^n+r^n+r+l                    /

Since \a„ , .z\ < t'A and 4 \D.,,D.\ > \D.D. ,\, the modulus of the right hand
I     /*+*     1^1/ I        ï+1       l\   -^       \        t        1—1| ' O

member is less than

B~D~\ (1 + e» + < + ••• + <).

and hence less than
n+l

«Î
4(i-OIAA

But by increasing 71 the last quantity may be made as small as desired. If,

therefore, an arbitrarily small quantity e is prescribed, a value m can be found

such that

V++1      AH

2f:t-2f<£ {n>m)-
7i+r+l n [

It follows that Xn+r+x/Dn+r+x converges uniformly to a limit in the circle C.

The convergence of the continued fraction (2) has accordingly been established.

The character of the limiting function can next be easily determined. The

inequality (3) and the similar inequality connecting Nn and Xn_x show, in the

first place, that neither the numerator nor the denominator of the nth conver-

gent ever vanishes. The convergents are, therefore, holomorphic throughout C.

Since also they converge uniformly to a limit, their limit must be holomorphic

in the interior of C. Furthermore, whenever a series of holomorphic functions

converge uniformly to a limit, the zeros of the limiting function are the conden-

sation points of the zeros of the rational functions.* We conclude, therefore»

that the limiting function cannot vanish within C.

A case of special interest is that in which Ic^+J = k for all values of n in the

continued fraction (2). The radius of C may then be taken as nearly equal to

1/4A as desired, and we have in consequence the following result :

Theorem II.    If in any continued fraction

1      bjs_     bjf
f +  1   +   1   +   • ■ '

jój is equal to or less than a fixed quantity k for all values of n, the continued

fraction converges within a circle of radius 1/ik described about the origin of the

*Hurwitz, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 33.
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z-plane as center, and it represents a function which is holomorphic within the circle

and vanishes nowhere in its interior.

§3-

We return now to our continued fraction (1).    If the mth convergent is de-

noted by N/n/D'm, we have

(a\ -*-V+7i-l _ _-^jn_
V) 7V AT

M+Ti— 1 TV i     _     _       n    TV¿V-i 4- a^Zjj- D^2
n

But in § 2 it was shown that Nn/Dn converges uniformly to a function—call it

(f>(z)—which is holomorphic within (7. Hence the numerator and denominator

of the right hand member of (6) converge uniformly, and their quotient ap-

proaches the limit

K-i + ***K-JKZ)
D'lí_l4-a^D'lí_2<P(z)-

It is impossible that the denominator of this expression should vanish identi-

cally, for we have

z>;_, -i+   i   +.1   +•■ + !'

which would give a second continued fraction for </>(») inconsistent with (2).*

The limit is therefore an analytic function.

Furthermore, since the numerator and denominator of the above expression are

holomorphic in C, its only singularities will be poles. Let each of these poles be

excluded from (7 by drawing a circle of small but finite radius around it. We then

have left a region within which not only the numerator and denominator of the

right hand member of (6) converge, but also their quotient, N/l+n_x/D'li+n_l.

The convergence of the continued fraction is thus established. Since also by

increasing p. the radius of C may be made as nearly equal to 1/4& as we please,

the theorem enunciated at the beginning of the paper follows.

It will be observed that the proof involved the fact that N' x, N' 2, X>^_,,

D' 2 are polynomials, and did not depend upon the monomial form of the

numerators and denominators of the first p — 1 partial quotients. The the-

orem will therefore hold if a finite number of partial quotients are replaced by

arbitrarily selected rational functions.

§4-

No information is afforded in theorem I concerning the character of the

continued fraction without the circle considered.    This question is discussed for

* See Pade's thesis, Annales de l'Ecole Normale, sér. Ill, vol. 9 (1892), supplément.
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an important case in the Annals of Mathematics, October, 1901, namely,

for the case in which an approaches a finite limit k in such a manner that

a2n_x/a2n and a2n/a2n+x for sufficiently great values of n can be expanded into

series in ascending powers of 1/n. It is shown that the domain within which the

function represented by the continued fraction is meromorphic can then be extended

over the entire plane with the exception of a rectilinear cut from x = — 1/4A

to x = 03, drawn in a direction which is the continuation of the line from the

origin to x = — 1/4&. Application of this result is made to the continued

fraction of Gauss.

§5-

Theorem II gave a sufficient condition that the limiting function shall be

holomorphic within the circle in question. This condition is, however, by no

means a necessary one. To obtain a more general condition that there shall be

no poles of the function within the circle, consider the continued fraction

1      r^f*     r3(l-r2)e^     r4(l-r3)e^
{) 1+1+1 + 1 +'"'

in which rn is a positive number less than 1.    Obviously

\D\^(l — r)\D\ = 1 —r .

If, now, for any value of n

(8) \Dn\ = (1 - O |-0„-i| = (1 - r2) (l-r3)...(l- r J,

we shall have also

ID    I = \D  4 r +l(l - r )e»»D   ,|== ID I - r., (1 - r ) \D   .1.I      n+l] I      n    '       n+l \ nJ n—\\       t\      nl n+l \ n/ I      n—II '

and hence

\D„+x\^\D„\(l-rn+x)^(l-r2)(l-r3)...(l-rn+x).

The inequality (8) therefore holds for all values of n.

By a well known formula, the nth convergent is the sum of n terms of the

series

rté*   , r2r3(l - r2)e«°^      r,r8r4(l - r,)(l - r,)¿<'n-».+»«>   ,
W    X-   D2   + D2D3 D3D, -+•"•

In the particular case for which 6n = tr we have

D,=(l-r2)(l-r3)...(l~rn),

and the ratio of the nth term of the series to the preceding is then rn/(l — rn).

When rn < 1, this is clearly the case which is least favorable to the convergence

of the continued fraction (7).    The following result is now evident :
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Theorem III.    If rnis a positive number, a necessary condition that the con-

tinued fraction

1      r2eie-     r3(l—r2)eiB*     r4(l — rs)eie*

i+nr+" ~x~ ~ +     r~ " + '"
shall converge for all values of the arguments 6n is that the series

(\(\\ 1    _1_  _11_ _|_ill»_     ,     _isljli_L   .  . .
l + l-r2 + (l-r2)(l-r3) + (l-r2)(l-r3)(l-ri) +

shall likewise converge.     This is also a sufficient condition if rn <1 for all values

ofn.

§6-
The continued fraction

(11) 1      ^     **      ...K    ' 1 + 1 + 1 +

is usually capable of being expressed in the form (7).    Often we shall also

have rn < 1.    For example, this is true when

(12)_ l*J.<*.       \K+l\   +   hnj   = \ (»>»)•
For if we put

l*J-»i.  |ftJ-|i-vJr- (re>2>>

and assume that r2n < ^, it follows from the second of the inequalities (12) that

(18) »Wl<l.       í"2„+2<í-

But r2 < i, and hence, by induction, the inequalities (13) hold for all values of n.

Pringsheim * has shown that the conditions (12) suffice to ensure the con-

vergence of a continued fraction of the type (11). This appears to be the most

general criterion for convergence hitherto discovered except for the special case

in which all the elements bn are positive. It is clear, however, from (13) that

Pringsheim's criterion is included as a special case under theorem III.

§?•

Assuming now r to be less than 1, we shall next consider the effect of mul-

tiplying a single partial numerator, rm (1 — rm_x) eiBm, by a quantity 8, the abso-

lute value of which is less than 1.    If we put r'n = \&m\ rm and seek to preserve

the form of the continued fraction unaltered, we must make

(1-0?"»+i = (1-0,«+i-

♦Sitzungsberichte  der mathematisch-physikalischen Classe   der   Münoh

ener Akademie, vol. 28, p. 322.
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Consequently r'm+x <.rm+x. In like manner it follows that r'm+2 < rm+2, and so

on. All the terms in (10) after the (m — l)th will therefore be diminished, the

new values being less than the old values multiplied into |8|.

Let now 8 be introduced into each numerator of (7). In accordance with

what has just been said, the nth convergent must be less than the sum of n

terms of the series

»+i*i ä,+w ci-:#-,j+pi fi-^jxrzq+• ■ -
Suppose that this converges for ¡8] = 8'. Then if 8 in the continued fraction

is replaced by a variable z, the fraction will converge uniformly in a circle hav-

ing its center in the origin of the z-plane and a radius equal to 8'. Its limit is

accordingly holomorphic within the circle.    Furthermore,

\Dn\>(l-B'r2)(l-B'r3)...(l-B'rJ.

Hence it is impossible for the denominators of the convergents to vanish any-

where in the circle, and this is true also of the numerators, inasmuch as the

law for their formation is similar to (4). Finally, by the theorem of Hurwitz

previously cited, we conclude that the limiting function does not vanish. The

result which we have thus reached may be recapitulated as

Theorem IV.    If in the continued fraction

1      r2eie'z      r3(l — r2)ei9sz      r4 (1 — r3) eie>z

1 + ~1~ + "     ~1~^     " + "    ~1~~     ~ + " " '

rnis a positive number less than 1, the continued fraction will converge uniformly

in a circle described about the origin of the z-plane with a radius equal to unity,

provided the series (10) is convergent. If this series is divergent, the radius is at

least equal to the largest positive value of 8 for which

ry* t* i* t* if* y

(14\ 1 4- 8_2      -r- S2_-1-1_-+- 83_2 * *_I- . •.
{^)1 + Öa-r2) + Ö (l-r2)(l~r3)+à (l-r2)(l-r3)(l-ri)+       '

converges. The limit of the fraction is an analytic function which is holomorphic

and nowhere vanishes within the circle, and the roots of the numerators and de-

nominators of the convergents all lie without it.

An interesting application may be made to the well-known expansion

,     .     x + 1     1      a„x~2     a„x~3
¿«log_-Ta_í_-r-_—_  ...,

in which
n-n

(2n - 1) (2n + 1) '
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In this case

ff    = 7T ,       1■ _ 2« - 1 '

and (14) becomes
1+ i8 + ^o2+^S3+....

Now this series converges when S < 1. The continued fraction therefore pos-

sesses the properties indicated in the theorem over the portion of the plane

which lies without a circle of unit radius with its center in the origin. On the

other hand, when S = 1, the series diverges. As the sum of n terms for S = 1

and the value of the Tith convergent for x~2 = 1 are identical, the continued

fraction must diverge at the points x = ± 1 upon the boundary of the circle.

The properties which this continued fraction possesses exterior to the circle

hold also throughout the entire imaginary domain. This can be .shown by

throwing it into the form

as       1        1

in which
1

x — 62x — b3x-

7       _ 3 2n-l I _        2    4 2t>

2»-   a2ai...a2n   '        2"+I_«3«6---«2„+i'

Since bn is positive and £&m is divergent, a theorem given on page 231 of the

present volume of the Transactions can be applied. We conclude that,

(1) the continued fraction converges everywhere except in the segment of the

real axis between the points x = ± 1, (2) the limit is holomorphic without this

segment, and (3) the roots of the numerators and denominators of the conver-

gents are contained within it. It will be noticed that the proof of this result

here given, unlike previous demonstrations, is based solely upon the character of

the continued fraction.

Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.


